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Abstract 
This paper deals with the stability and convergence of Runge-Kutta methods with the Lagrangian interpolation (RKLMs) 
for nonlinear delay diffemtial equations (DDEs). Some new concepts, such as strong algebraic stability, GDN-stability 
and D-convergence, are introduced. We show that strong algebraic stability of a RKM for ODES implies GDN-stability 
of the corresponding RKLM for DDEs, and that a strongly algebraically stable and diagonally stable RKM with order p, 
together with a Lagrangian interpolation of order q, leads a D-convergent RKLM of order min{p,q + I}. 
Keywords: Strong algebraic stability; GDN-stability; D-convergence; DDE; Runge-Kutta method 
1. Introduction 
Consider the following nonlinear DDEs: 
v’(t) = f(G u(t), v(t - z>), t E [to, n 
v(t) = dth t E [to - z, toI 
(1-l) 
and 
(1.2) 
where f : [to, T] x CN x CN -+ CN and cp, tj : [to - z, to] -+ CN are continuous functions such that ( 1.1) 
and (1.2) has a unique solution, respectively. Moreover, we assume that there exist some inner 
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product (., .) and the induced norm ]I . 11 such that 
where o,y are constants with 
Ody<-0. (1.5) 
Torelli [ 131 pointed out that the analytic solutions of (1.1) and (1.2), under the conditions 
(1.3)-( 1 S), satisfy 
Ilv(t) - 4OlI d mm $-tSx<fo 1184 - ~(411, vt E [to, Tl. 
In recent years, many authors, such as in’t Hout, Spijker and Jackiewicz (cf. [9-14, 2]), have 
adapted RKMs (A, b,c) (for ODES): 
CA 
+ bT 
(1.6) 
where A = (aii) E R”‘“, b = (bl, b2,. . . , b,)T and c = (cl, ~2,. . . , c,)’ E R”, to DDEs (1.1). Especially, 
in’t Hout [9, lo] presented RIUMs for DDEs (1.1 ), which defined by 
Yn+l = Yn + h 2 bjf(tn + Cjh Yp)T _$“‘I, 
j=l 
(1.7a) 
Y!“) = Y?l + h 2 CZijf(tn + Cjh, yl”‘, Jy’), i= 1,2 ,..., s, (1.7b) 
j=l 
where coefficients aij, bj and Cj satisfy 
s 
c bj= 1, kaij=Ci, O<Ci<l, i=1,2 ,..., s; (1.7c) 
j=l j=l 
t,, = to + nh E [to, 7’1; yn, yy’, yy’ are approximations to the analytic solution y(tn), y(t,, + cjh), y(tn + 
Cjh - z) of ( 1. 1 ), respectively, and the argument yy’ is determined by 
jp’ = 
dtn + cjh - z), tn + Cjh - z < to, 
J 
E~y_,‘l(‘)Y~hm+“> tn + Cjh - z > to, 
withr=(m-6)h, 6~[0,1),integerm>v+l,r,u>Oand 
(1.7d) 
Li(a)=qar (2)) I=-f-,-r+ l).‘.) 0. 
421 
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What we assume m > u + 1 is to guarantee that no (unknown) values $’ with i >, n are used in the 
interpolation procedure. In addition, we always put yjf’ = cp(t, + cjh) whenever n < 0, and yn = cp(t,) 
whenever n d 0. in’t Hout [9, lo] gave some nice results on asymptotic stability of methods (1.7) 
for linear DDEs. 
For discussing nonlinear stability of numerical methods, Torelli [ 131 presented the concept of 
GRN-stability. However, it is difficult to verify that a method for DDEs is GRN-stable, and only the 
Euler method has been proved to be GRN-stable so far (cf. [ 131). In view of this, we gave a new 
stability concept, i.e. GDN-stability, which is different from GRN-stability by a,y in (1.3)-( 1.5) 
are constants independent of t and positive constant C in (2.1) is not necessarily equal to one. 
A convenient criterion for GDN-stability is presented, and the convergence behaviour of methods 
(1.7) is revealed by introducing the concept of D-convergence in this paper. 
2. GDN-stability 
Some new stability concepts are introduced as follows. 
Definition 2.1. A numerical method (1.7) for DDEs is called GDN-stable if, under the conditions 
(1.3)-( 1.5), numerical approximations y,, and z, to the solution of (1.1) and (1.2), respectively, 
satisfy 
where constant C > 0 depends only on the method, the parameter c and the interval length T - to. 
Definition 2.2. A RKM (A, b, c) for ODES is called strongly algebraically stable if matrices 
M, =(diagAi)A +AT(diagAi) -AiAT, i=O, 1,2,...,~ 
are nonnegative definite, where 
Ao=b, Ai=(Uil,ai2,...,Uis)T, i=1,2,...,s 
with aij > 0 and bi 2 0 (i,j = 1,2,. . . ,s) 
In particular, algebraic stability can be defined by that matrix MO which is nonnegative definite 
together with bi 2 0 (i = 1,2,. . . ,s). 
Let {Y,, Y?‘, i;‘“‘} jS1 and {zn,zj ‘“‘,$‘} j,S, be two sequences of approximations to problems (1.1) 
and (1.2) respectively, by method (1.7) with the same stepsize h, and write 
T!“’ = t 
I n 
+ c.h 
I , 
u!“’ = y!“’ _ z!“’ 
I I 1 ) 
@("' = jp - p, @=y -_z n n, 
Qy’ = h[f( Ty), yin’, 6”‘) - f( Tf’),z!“),kj”))], i = 1,2,. . . , s. 
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Then, (1.7a) and (1.7b) read 
qi’“’ = uo’“’ + 2 auQY), i= 1,2 ,...,s, (2.2a) 
j=l 
(2.2b) 
Theorem 2.1. Assume RKM (1.6) is strongly algebraically stable. Then the corresponding RKLM 
(1.7) is GDN-stable, and satisfies 
Proof. From (2.2) we get 
11 @+‘)ll* = uo’“’ + 2 ,$Qi(n), u;“’ + 2 b,QF’ 
i=l j=l 
= 11 Ug(n)lJ2 + 2 2 bi Re(Qj”‘, Ui”‘) + 2 bibj(Qp’, Qy’) 
i=l i,j=l 
= IIUg(n)ll* +2kbiRe Q,‘“‘,Uy’ 
i=l 
- 2 aijQy’) + 2 bibj(Qf”‘, Qy’) 
j=l i,j=l 
= IIUo(n)ll* + 2 2 bi lXe(Qy’, U:“‘) - 2 (biaij + bjaji - bib/)(Qf”‘, Qy’). 
i=l i,j=l 
It follows from the above equality, algebraic stability of method (1.6) and Lemma 3.4 in [5] that 
IJUo(n+‘)l12 < IIUg(n)l(2 +2kbiRe(Qi”‘,Up)). 
i=l 
(2.4) 
Furthermore, by conditions (1.3)-( 1.5) and Schwartz inequality we have 
Re(Qf ‘, @“) = h[Re(f( T?‘, yi”‘, j$“‘) - f( r?‘,zi”‘, _$“), U/“‘) 
+ Re(f( q”“‘, $‘, yy’) - f( K!“‘, zy ‘, ,?I”‘), Uy’)] 
< hcJJUi(n)Jl* + hllf(~~‘,zi’“‘,~~‘) - f($“‘,z!“‘,Z~“‘)(I . IlUi(“‘ll 
< ho(J @+I[* + hy(l iii(“‘II ( Ui’“‘ll 
< hallq~)(l* + ;hr[ll~~‘II’ + II@+l)*] 
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Substituting (2.5) in (2.4) yields 
pJg(n+q2 d ((@q2 - h&billii,‘“‘l12. 
i=l 
In addition, with (1.7d) we have 
IIt7yl12 < 
[ 
2 IL,(S)1 11 Ui(n-m+l)ll 2
1=-r 1 
< Lo _I<fy” IIUi(n--m+1)l12. . . 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Combining (2.6) with (2.7) and using (1.7~) we arrive at 
where E = {(i, Z) I 1 < i < s, -_y < 1 < II}. Similar to (2.8), the inequalities 
IIUi(n)l12 <(I -~~~o)max{(lU,(“‘J~2,~~~~lIU,‘“-”+”~~2}, i=1,2,...,s, (2.9) 
can be obtained by considering the RKLM corresponding to the schemes (A,AT,c) (i = 1,2,. . . ,s) 
and the strong algebraic stability of the method. 
In the following, with the help of inequalities (2.8), (2.9) and an induction we shall prove the 
inequalities 
11 U/q2 < (1 - haLI))“+’ t,_m$&, IIdf> - $(t>112, n 2 0, i= 1,2,...,s. (2.10) 
In fact, it is clear from (2.8), (2.9) and m > u + 1 that 
Suppose for n < k(k > 0) that 
IIui(n)\/2 < (1 - h&J+’ lo_~~~~I~Il~(t)-~(t)l12, i=OJJ,...,s. 
Then, from (2.8), (2.9), m > u + 1 and 1 - h& > 1, we conclude that 
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This completes the proof of inequalities (2.10). In view of (2.10), we get for n 2 0 that 
As a result, we know that method (1.7) is GDN-stable. 
An analogous result for ODES, based on classical Lipschitz condition, can be seen from Gear [7]. 
3. D-convergence 
In this section, we start discussing the convergence of RKLMs (1.7) for DDEs (1 .l) with con- 
ditions (1.3)-( 1.5). It is always assumed that the analytic solution v(t) of (1.1) is smooth enough 
and its derivatives used later are bounded by 
/I II d’ytt) < ti, dt“ I, t E [to - z, T]. (3.1) 
For convenience, we review some concepts on RKMs (A,b,c) (cf. [6]). A given RKM (A,b,c) 
is called diagonally stable if there exists a positive diagonal matrix D such that DA + ATD is 
nonnegetive definite. Moreover, positive integer max{q 1 B(q), C(q), hold} is called stage order of 
the method (A, b, c), where 
B(q): bTcj-’ = ;, j= 1,2 , . . . ,q, 
1 
C(q): A&’ = +, j = 1,2,. . . ,q. 
J 
are two simplifying order conditions of the method. The following, notations are adopted: 
(n) 
Yl 
y’“’ = 
UP' H jp) = y’“’ s 
4) 
Yl 
-@I 
Y2 
3 yC",= 
If’ tn + c,h, ~1, jl 
\ F:(s(“) J 
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e=(l,l,..., 1 )T E R”, IN denotes N x N identiy matrix, G = G 8 I, is the Kronecker product of 
matrix G and IN. Moreover, we also introduce the set 
D, = {z E cNsxNs Iz=blockdiag(zi) with p(zi) < c,ZiECN, i= 1,2,...,~}, 
where p(.) denotes the logarithmic norm [6] defined by 
Re(Gx,x) 
p(G)= m;; ,,X,, , VG E CNxN. 
With the above notations, methods 
y +, = y n ” + @F(t y’“’ j’“‘) n, , 9 
y’“’ = I?yn + hA”F(t,, y’“‘, Y’“‘), 
$“j determined by (1.7d), 
(1.7) can be written as 
(3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
(3.2~) 
and the local errors in (3.2a)-(3.2c), Qn E CN, r,, = (yin), rf’, . . . , r,‘“)), pn = (py), ,I$),. . . , ~6”)) E F’s 
can be defined as 
y(&I+r ) = y(&> + h&F&, Y(“), P’) + Qn, 
Y(“) = e”y(t n ) + hA”F(t Y(“) 9) + r n, ? n, 
j?n, = (jqq f1”” >..., f!” )T with 
(3.3a) 
(3.3b) 
(3.3c) 
According to Taylor formula and Lemma 5.1 in [8], Qn, r, and pn can be determined, respectively, 
as follows: 
(3.4a) 
(3.4b) 
where 
llR~“‘ll <QihP+‘, i=O,1,2 ,..., s, hE(O,ho], 
ho depends only on the method, and &i (i = 0, 1,2,. . . ,s) depend only the method and some Qi in 
(3.1). 
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Definition 3.1. An interpolation scheme is called being of order q if its local error is 0(/P’). 
In accordance with (3.4~) we know that the interpolation scheme (1.7d) is of order r + u. 
Definition 3.2. A given RKLM (1.7) with yn = y(&) (n GO) and yj”’ = y(&, + c&z) (n < 0) is called 
D-convergent of order p if this method, when applied to any given DDE (1.1) subject to (1.3)- 
(1.5), produces an approximation sequence {yn}, and the global error satisfies a bound of the form 
IIy(GJ - ynll dc(&)hP, O<h<h,, 
where the maximum stepsize ho depends only on characteristic parameter G and the method; the 
function c(t) depends only on some fii in (3.1), delay r, characteristic parameter 0 and the method. 
It is remarkable that D-convergence for z = 0 is just B-convergence [6] in ODES. 
To describe the main results, we define the inner product and the induced norm in (CN)S as 
follows: 
where u=(u~,u~ ,..., us), u=(u~,u~ ,..., v,)E(C~)~, ui,UiEC N. In addition, we also present two 
lemmas, which are obtained by a slight alteration to the proofs of the Lemma 2.1 and 2.2 in [l] 
Lemma 3.1. Assume RKM (1.6) is diagonally stable. Then there exist constants D1,D2 > 0, which 
depend only on the method, such that for any given h > 0 and Vz ED, with cr d 0 we have 
( 1) matrix 4 - hAz is nonsingular, 
(2) I/(~ - hAz)-‘I]dD1, ]]hkiz(L - hA”z)-‘I] d D2, i=O,1,2,...,s. 
Lemma 3.2. Assume RKM (1.6) is strongly algebraically stable. Then for Vh > 0 and Vz E Do with 
r~ < 0 we have 
Ilki(Z)II<l, i=OJ,2,.*.,S* 
where hi(z) = IN + hA”Tz(l - hA”z)-‘8 
Based on the above lemmas we can derive our main result. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume RKM (1.6) with stage order p is strongly algebraically stable and di- 
agonally stable, and the interpolation scheme (1.7d) is of order q (where q = Y + v). Then the 
corresponding RKLM (1.7) is D-convergent of order min{p,q + 1). 
Proof. Subtraction of (3.2) from (3.3) yields the following recursion scheme: 
$+l) = @ + hF[z,E,, + F(t,, y’“‘, I;‘“‘) - F(t,, y’“‘, j+‘)] + Qn, 
E, = &$‘) + hA”[z,&, + F(t,, y’“‘, fen)) - F(t,, y’“‘, j”“)] + r,, 
(3.5a) 
(3.5b) 
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where $) = y(tn) - y,,, E, = ($‘)‘, $jT, . . . , ~j”)~)~ = Y@) - y(“), z, = blockdiag (z~“‘) with 
p’ - I - s 
01 f2(tn + cih, yp’ + 0( 5’“’ - yj”‘), Fj”‘) de, i= 1,2 ,..., s, 
and fz(t, u, v) is the Jacobian matrix (af(t, u, u)/du) (t E R, u, IJ E CN). From (3.5) we can get 
EIJI+l) = k&,)&p + h&*(& - hA”z,)-‘r, + /26[hz,(~ - !&)-‘A” + &] 
x [F(t,,, y’“‘, F(‘)) - F(t,,, y’“‘, j’“‘)] + Qn. (3.6) 
By conditions (1.3), (3.4), B(p) and C(p) we know for h E (0, h,] that 
=, ED,, r, = (R’,“‘, Rr), . . . , Rr’), Qn = Rr’. (3.7) 
A combination of (1.3)-(1.5), (1.7c), (3.4), (3.6), (3.7), as well as Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, yields for 
h E (0, h,,] that 
[l&t+‘) II d IlMzn>ll ll$)II + ll~~Tzn(J - f&-’ II Ilclll 
+ h{ pzFzn(~ - hA”zJ’(I IIA”[F(t,, y(n), W) - F(&, y’“‘, j+‘)]~~ 
+ II~TIW,,~(“), g(“> - W,,y%+))III} + llQnl\ 
< I@[[ + 02 
2 
+ h 2 2 aij [f(tn + Cjh, J’y’, Fj”‘) - f(tn + Cjh, JJJ’), _$y’)] 
i=l j=l 
s 
C bj[f(tn + Cjh,Yj", "(n) Yj )- f(tn + Cjh,yj"',~~~')] +ti~hP+' 
N-1 D2 &;+l i=l 
It follows from (3.2c), (3.3~) and (3.4~) for h E (O,ho], that 
IIq”’ - 4;ln)ll < 2 IL@)(\@-“+‘)ll + IlpJ”II 
1=-r 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
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where 4 = v + r. Substituting (3.8) in (3.7) we get 
]]Ei)n+l)l( < &I;) + hyi (mF;E II&!n-m+l)(( + y~Qzp+l + y&q+l, h E (O,ho), 
1, 
with 
(3.10) 
a?+1 
y3 = -yq+ l)! 
[Fl 
02 kc,“+1 sup fi/6-11. 
i=l WO>1) [=-r 
By (3.10) we have for h E (0, ho] that 
II &!+‘I ]I d (1 + hyl)max{llep’lI,~~~~~ II$-m+‘)lj} + yr)hpfl + y3I~~+~. 
Using Lemma 3.1 and 3.2, similar to (3.11) the inequalities 
lld”‘II d (1 + hy ) 1 max{ ]]$)]I,Cm~~~E ]~.z~-~+~)~I} + #hpfl + y3hqf2, 
i= 1,2 , . . ., s, h E (0, ho1 
can be obtained by (3.2b), (3.2c), (3.3b) and (3.3c), where 
7!‘=02 
F 
en;;2 +tii, i= 1,2 ,..., s. 
i=l 
putting y2 = max{ yf’ IO < i 6 s} and combining (3.11) with (3.12) we arrive at 
II$)]] 6 (1 + hy,)max ]ler)/, max Jl$++‘) 
{ (1.0= 111 
+ y2hP+’ + y3hq+2, 
i=O,1,2 ,..., s, hE(O,ho]. 
Next, with an induction to (3.13) we shall prove inequalities 
II@)ll d 2 (1 + hy,)qy,hP+’ + y3hq+2), i=O, 1,2 ,...,s, ,hE(O,hf)]. 
j=O 
In fact, it is apparent from (3.13) and m>u + 1 that 
(]si(‘)]J <y2hPf1 + y3hq+2, i = 0,1,2,. . . ,s, h E (O,ho]. 
Suppose for 71 ,< k (k 2 0) that 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
Ilel”‘II d 2 (1 + hyl)j(y*hPf’ + y3h4+2), i=O,1,2 ,..., s, hE(O,ho]. 
j=O 
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Then, from (3.13) and m>v+ 1 we get 
k+l 
II$+‘)II < X(1 + hyl)qy*hP+’ + y3hq+2), i=o, 1,2,...,S, hE(O,ho]. 
j=O 
This completes the proof of inequalities (3.14). By (3.14) we arrive at for h E (0, ho] that 
Il$II d -g (1 + hy’)j(y,hP+’ + y3hq+2) 
j=O 
= (1+hy’)“+‘-l(yhP+‘+yhq+2) 
hyl 
2 3 
< exp[(n + 1 Ml - 1 \ 
Yl 
(W + y&‘+’ > 
where 
exp[(t - ~O>Y ‘1 exp(hm ) - 1 
(~2 + ysho q+‘--p), p 6 q, 
c(t) = 
exp[(t - to)n!?exp(hoyl) - 1 
Y2 
(M-‘-’ + y3), P > 4. 
Hence, method (1.7) is D-convergence of order min{p,q + l}. 0 
4. Some examples 
Example 4.1. The two-stage two-order diagonally implicit method (cf. [4]) 
1ini,:21 : 
I i i 
is strongly algebraically stable iff i d 2 < i, since 
(4.1) 
MO= (IL-;) [I] ;I], AI,= [“o’ g, M2= [(yy) $1. 
As to the diagonal stability of the method, we can verify it to be true by taking D =Z2, such that 
l-21 
21 
I 
is positive definite for ,I > a. Moreover, we find that B(2), C( 1) hold. Therefore, it follows from 
Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 that the RKLM (1.7) corresponding to method (4.1) is GDN-stable and 
D-convergent of order one if i < ,I ‘< i. 
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Example 4.2 (c$ Burrage and Butcher [4]). The s-stage method given by 
Cf=, bi +A bl b2 A I.0 
. . * . . * -. 
C:z; bi + 1 d, d, b3 a.. b,-1 A 
b, b2 b3 . . . b,_, b, 
is strongly algebraically stable iff 0 d bi < 2A (i = 1,2,. . . ,s), since 
MO = diag(bl(2/2 - bI), b2(2A - b2), . . . , b,(2A - b,)), 
Mi=diag(b,(21- bl), . . . ,bi_1(21- bi-I), A2,0,. . . ,O). 
Further, if we take D = I,, then 
-2A bl b, . . . bl b, - 
b, 2A b2 . . . b2 b2 
DA+PD= . . . 2 b.3 
bl b2 2A . . . 
. . . 
d, d, d, . . . 2; b,:, 
_bl b2 b3 . . . bs_l 2A _ 
is positive definite whenever 
2A>max{(s-- l)b,,2:fzs Ebj+(s-i)bi]}$O. 
(4.2) 
Consequently, in terms of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 we know that the RKLM (1.7) corresponding 
the method (4.2) is GDN-stable, and D-convergent of order min{p, 4 + 1) if the interpolation is 
order q and 
U>max (s - 1)b max { ip2GiGS{ [ ~b~+(ri)ii]~bi}}~O~ 
B(p), C(p) hold. In particular, setting s = 2,1= bl = b2 = i, the method (4.2) becomes 
to 
of 
(4.3) 
It is easy to testify for (4.3) that B(l), C( 1) hold. Hence, in accordance with above discussion, the 
method (4.3) together with the linear interpolation scheme produces a GDN-stable and order one 
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D-convergent RKLM 
h y’l”‘=yn + jf 
j$“) = (1 _ qy(“-m) + 6y(f-m+l) 
J J J ) j=1,2 
where II > 0, (m - 6)h = z, positive integer m 2 2,6 E LO, 1). 
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